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1. (S/NF/SK) Tasking: See original tasking data, attached. No 
change, intel question remains unanswered (per discussion with ops 
officer) . 

2. (S/NF/SK) Session: Virtually no time was spent in SI/S2; after 
describing a land/land interface, source was moved directly to S4 where 
he was directed to place his pen in the S2 column and resume describing 
the site. Shortly thereafter, source was instructed to draw a S6 time 
line encompassing the decade 1971-1980; (while the tasking instructions 
specified a different time line, monitor split this up with the intent 
that source would not recognize the site as the same one which he had 
worked during the last three sessions successively. Despite this effort 
at concealment, source recognized the site almost immediately and was 
provided confirmation by the monitor). Source description of what 
appeared to be much underground activity was the topic of discussion 
between monitor and ops officer during a break in session. Later, ops 
officer suggested that, since source had only been provided with the 
first part of the time line, perhaps source had been describing 
construction of the target facility. Monitor feels that this assessment 
is probably correct. Source was given a number of movement exercises 
before he actually began perceiving/describing the target. (Monitor was 
convinced that the source was on site but not picking up on the target). 
Source was instructed, at one point, to move to the Hdirector's office" 
and into the HproJect files H. This movement exercise was an experiment 
on the part of the monitor, the results of which can not be determined. 

3. (S/NF/~f) Summary: Site is a semi-isolated place; flat. Target 
is both ab~ve and below ground. Site seems to have "lines" radiating 
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from it. The lines were composed of a series of "dots". These dots 
were seemed to relate to the idea of a long, round, pointed object 
covered with some type of "concealing" material. 

4. (S/NF/SK) Feedback: Source was informed that he had probably 
perceived the target during its construction, (ergo, the repeated 
descriptions of digging, etc., activities), and that next session he 
would be asked to move forward in time for other target-related data. 
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